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Welcome to Feminists on the front lines, this is part one of a two part panel 
discussion, at the American Association of Geographers annual meeting in 
2015.  Organised by Lisa Freeman and me Caitlyn Henry.  In part one, 
lessons from the past senior feminist scholars reflect on the early days of 
feminist scholarship and activism in the discipline.  After a short introduction to 
the sessions from Lisa and me, you’ll hear the speakers in the following order, 
Cindy Catts, Audrey Kobioshi, Linda Peak, Pamela Mouse, Valerie Preston 
and Sue Ruddick.  We hope you continue on and listen to part two forging our 
future, featuring more junior scholars sharing their reflections and experiences 
as feminists in the academy.  
 
 
Hi everybody. Welcome, I’m standing in front of Henry, so I’m Caitlyn Henry, 
 
and I’m Lisa Freeman, 
 
and so welcome to the first session of Feminists on the Frontline. Do you want 
to give some background? 
 
And so this panel, this round table, it’s fantastic to see everyone here that 
started in my head at the AEG in LA, a few years ago. I don’t know if anyone 
here was at the discussion and panel about the Union for Social Geographers 
and the kind of history that some of the Social Geography were organising at 
that time. So at that time I was thinking “what are some other stories that I’m 
not hearing as much of that I’d like to hear”, “what are some of the 
experiences I’d want to hear from people within the field of geography”, 
particularly around Feminist Activist Organisation, and “what are some things 
people have done”. So Caitlyn and I came together and decided to organise 
two panel discussions here, one talking about what are some things that 
people have done in the field of Geography around feminist organising, and 
then in maybe the 80s, 90s and then what are some of the things people are 
doing now. So we are having two panels that will really feed off each other. 
 
And so everybody knows we are also recording the session, and we are going 
to turn it into a podcast, so that will be posted somewhere, we are working on 
where, but we’ll somehow update you and let you know - maybe through 
Twitter. 
 
Yes I am going to attempt to live tweet this; I’ve had some requests from 
people who couldn’t make it, who really wanted to hear what some things are 
being said, so I’m going to try to live tweet it and I’ve created a hashtag 
 
(overtalking) 
 
It is #FemFrontlines. 
 
“F-E-M Frontlines”. Just to give you some background, we asked each of the 
panels a series of questions to reflect on the organising that they’ve done in 
the past few decades and for the first panel, we asked them to think about 
what struggle that they were responding to and organising against, and also 
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how like what kind of organising did you actually go about and what work did 
you actually do. The kind of nitty gritty of it, and so we are asking them to 
share the impacts that these, this organising made on the discipline, the areas 
of this activism that need change or improvement, what worked or what didn’t, 
and also what threads do they seek, other struggles that continue through to 
today, and we really wanted them to emphasise the tactics and strategies, 
that they used to think about how they changed geography as a workplace, as 
an academic discipline and also as a community. So with that, each panellist 
has about 10 minutes to talk and then we’ll open it up for a broader question 
discussion period.  Okay, so first up we have Cindy Catts. 
 
 
Thank you - just the fact that this room is this full suggests a change. Still 
mostly women, but who cares, that is another change. Maybe that’s it, that’s 
all I have to say. They did ask us to tell stories and so I have just a couple of 
stories of my own work and engagement with Marxist feminism, and with the 
USG at first and then with other groups in which I was participant and or an 
organiser. So I came to university and therefore geography as an 
undergraduate, as a feminist and had been involved in women’s health and 
abortion project in New York and so I already had this sense and I dubbed 
this one the ‘gezzer’ section - so ‘gezzer’ feminist first and then we’ll hear 
what is going on now. So it was the anti-Vietnam war era and so we were, I 
was at least, radicalised by that.  
 
But my politics were mostly feminist and so when I started graduate school at 
Clark, I took for granted that women were a major part of the field, that being 
radical was a way of being in geography and the shock after I’d finished - and 
I took a long time to finish - the shock was great, that you know this was not 
the hegemonic kind of geography out there. The way we engaged with being 
radical was that there was a reading capital seminar for seminars, many of 
them, and reading capital and being Marxist and being concerned about 
relations of production was something that was assumed everyone was 
interested in and everybody had a stake in, whereas being interested in social 
reproduction, which has been my lifelong interest was seen as more particular 
and more separate and feminist concerns were much less of a moment to the 
great group. 
 
So at that point, and I want to say that in preparing for this, and preparing for 
doing some other things here I went through my million pieces of paper in my 
office and found actually in a file drawer, a talk from 1994, called “Being a 
Woman in Geography” and I could just do that now, with some minor 
differences, but one of the differences is what I started with, that there is a lot 
more of us and that at the time in 1973, 3 per cent of the faculty in Geography 
were women. So that is the huge change. But my taken-for-granted world was 
not that in terms of the faculty, and given that my cohorts included Cathy 
Gibson and Julie Brown and, just slightly ahead of us, Marina Brightpark, 
there was a sense of being part of a vibrant radical feminist community. But 
yet not knowing how to be professional, and not knowing how to be, to do our 
work in the profession of geography and this is not necessarily a story that I 
like being recorded, but we had some women faculty and we asked one of 
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them to kind of gather the women students, so that we could talk about issues 
of being women students and possibly professionals and she invited, she said 
“what a great idea”, “that’s wonderful”, “I’ll have you”, “I’ll arrange something”, 
and then she invited all of the men graduate student’s wives. And so there 
was a kind of not understanding - I mean I have nothing against them, my 
best friends are male faculty wives - but that was not the point of the 
gathering, that’s sort of how at sea I think we were and how, not having 
mentors and not having people who could help clear the brush felt.  So I now 
probably taken already too much time, so one difference is that the fact that 
we are all senior people has made at least a little and we are not alone, I see 
others with grey hair out there, that we have changed at least part of that 
social fabric of the field and part of the way it feels to be in the field and 
therefore we have changed the issues that concern us have changed as well.  
That what is considered useful to research has altered, that what is 
considered valid methodologies has changed, so the objects and the methods 
of enquiry have really, that is something that has really changed over the 
years.   
 
Having said that, going back in time I was part of a group of students and 
faculty at Clark when I was in graduate school which was a both activist and 
academic sort of organisation, and we met regularly and we engaged in 
various forms of activism but there was a sense of incredible self-seriousness, 
people referred to themselves as theory workers, or theoretical workers or 
academic you know, and so let me just say that at one meeting we were trying 
to figure out what to call ourselves and I looked around and everybody was 
wearing kind of a 70s shirt, and so I said snazzy shirts, and we did actually 
refer to ourselves forever after that as the Snazzys. But the Snazzys decided 
that we should have reading groups and one was on value theory, one was on 
uneven development and one was on oppressed groups, and when we 
showed up for our reading groups all of the women were at the oppressed 
groups and none of the men and we just looked at ourselves and said this this 
so indicative and says so much about the state of the field, about the state of 
our work. And that is something that I think has not changed as much as it 
can, and should, and those sorts of concerns about oppressed groups and 
exploitation, and oppression outside of the workplace is still not considered as 
much as a concern to Marxists on who Marxism has not been as Gay 
(inaudible 0:11:32) Viv Ackland said squeezed through the pores of feminism 
and that is what I think all of us have been interested in doing.  
 
In addition, in terms of the kinds of activism that some of us were engaged in, 
like I said I came to school having been quite active in women’s health and 
abortion politics and when I was in Worcester I was one of the founders of the 
Worcester Rape Crisis Centre, and when I talked about this in the Marxist 
both in class and in a group like the Snazzys I was meant to feel by 
masculinist Marxists who also happened to be men, that that was like ladies 
auxiliary work, that that wasn’t real politics, that that was nice and good and 
helped poor women who had been raped, but it really wasn’t a crucial kind of 
politics and that really stung and at the time there was part of me that said you 
are so wrong, and part of me that felt inadequate to the, to the real politics of 
how you change the world and I’m glad that that doesn’t bother me anymore, 
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because that is not crucial to the real politics of how you change the world, 
and - my 10 minutes are close to up, one more minute. What have I not talked 
about, just one thing about the USG, the Union of Socialist Geographers and 
I’m sure that my sisters here will talk about that as well, several of us are part 
of that, again that it was truly an exciting collective enterprise of radical 
geography that started in 1974 and we had newsletters and regional 
meetings, kind of like the way we have now - these extra day meetings, like 
there was in Milwaukee. In fact, when the geography meetings were here in 
‘75, in Milwaukee in ‘75 we had a gathering here in Chicago and it was again 
mostly men and its hard, and mostly concerned with Marxism undiluted by 
feminism, but it’s also, and I think that again this is symptomatic, but it’s also 
that virtually every woman in it was a student and or and/or quite junior. So it’s 
hard to differentiate the experience of being a student among big boys who 
are actually professional grown men, and being feminist with men who are 
Marxist and so while I think it wouldn’t have changed much, I want to give 
them a little credit for including us and supporting our work, and then we 
found each other in those groups and that was more important than seeing us 
and having written more than I care to write and hope to never write any more 
about being seen, by a certain kind of critical radical Marxist masculinist, call it 
what you will geography, and the kind of in writing these things largely about, 
in critiques of David Harvey who is symptomatic and emblematic, but also 
kind of an immovable object and so love him though I do, there is a way that 
he resists this. I don’t think he’s in here, but having written those kinds of 
pieces where I argue I think cogently about the importance of social 
reproduction about the importance of other ways of changing the world, about 
the importance of the intimate and the global as Gerry Pratt called it in a book 
with Victoria Rossner, that I just feel like it’s really, it’s much more important to 
me that this room is full, and that there is another session after this about the 
wonderful work that’s going on, than it is to change some dominant ideas. But 
I think we’ve incrementally changed those than when I say we’ve failed.   
 
Thank you.  
 
 
I didn’t think I would go first because I was hoping somebody else would 
remember what happened at the USG. Who hasn’t. 
 
Well we are more or less contemporaries, and yes I was, we met, I was 
remembering back to that time, I want to say that from the time that I was an 
undergraduate I was very much involved in anti-racist activism, and it’s not 
that you can’t be a feminist and an anti-racist, but we’ll come back to that.  
Linda Peak and I wrote an article on intersectionality in 1994, and this is not to 
brag but to say that it was the first piece on intersectionality in the discipline 
and it was in the first issue of the journal Gender, Place and Culture. So it was 
a tension, not between feminism and anti-racism, but a tension because there 
were a number of tracks that were not always meeting, so I always felt that I 
was a very strong feminist in my personal life and my academic life was 
devoted to anti-racism from a very early time.  And that was a choice that was 
driven more by personal circumstances than anything else, but I started 
University in 1968, and for those of you who were around in 1968 you will 
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know that it was a very difficult year to be a student, because we spent more 
time demonstrating, not always clear about what, sometimes very clear about 
what, but you know it was the Civil Rights movement, it was the Anti-war 
movement and in the public at least those movements often eclipsed 
feminism and its sort of gone back and forth in terms of who is doing the 
demonstrating because feminists weren’t demonstrating or out on the streets 
in quite the same way that the Civil Rights and anti-war demonstrators were 
out on the streets and there is a very small fraction of people at that time, 
certainly very few in the media or in politics, who understood that these 
concerns are not independent of one another and I think that I would 
characterise that time until the 1990s as one of gradual understanding of the 
intersections of different kinds of oppression. But it was a really tough journey 
to come to understand those intersections and in fact even in the 1990s, when 
I was in a women’s studies department, anti-racist feminism was resisted very 
strongly and I had an absolutely miserable time and I won’t give you any of 
the details, but it was miserable to try to be an anti-racist feminist even by the 
1990s.   
 
But let me go back then to undergraduate days and some of the things that I 
think were formative. So I was an undergraduate quite a long time after 1968 
actually, in 1974, in Vancouver I was at the University of British Columbia and 
one of my best friends was Suzanne McKenzie who was at Simon Fraser 
University and at that time Simon Fraser was the radical university and UBC 
was the staid traditional university and we would often laugh about that. But 
we had a lot of debate between the two of us, over the relationship between 
feminism and anti-racism and I thought she didn’t get it and she thought I 
didn’t get, but in fact we both kind of got it in a way that propelled both of us 
forward in different ways from the undergraduate days. So in 1970, well 
around the mid-70s, we made a trip across Canada together, before going off 
to do a respective graduate degrees and attended what was I’m not sure if it 
was the second USG meeting in Montreal, I believe it was the second, 
organised by John Bradbury who had been one of those radical geographers 
doing a PhD at Simon Fraser, which was just a really exciting place to be in 
the early 70s and there were a lot of people who were foundational in the 
USG there, at Simon Fraser and since John had gone to McGill he organised 
the meeting of the Canadian association of Geographers, but I actually 
remember very little of it, except that we had Savlaki for dinner and I’m sorry 
that’s the most that I remember. I do remember being in these rooms at 
McGill and listening to what was really exciting stuff and theoretically 
challenging and everything, but I wouldn’t be able to give you chapter and 
verse what people were actually saying.   
 
But the whole point of telling this story is that at a time when there were so 
few people who were concerned about social oppression of any kind, who 
were committed to being activists it was the few people who had that 
commitment, who I think have carried friendships to the present day, who 
really made a big difference. So it wasn’t just about the theory, although the 
theory was tremendously important and very, very exciting, it was also about 
knowing that there were some allies and that we had some very special 
relationships which I most certainly had at that time, but with Suzanne and I 
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think that if we had not had the opportunity to have the conversations that we 
had, none of them are written down, but then shortly thereafter Suzanne was 
doing her PhD at the University of Sussex and wrote the first really sustained 
piece of feminist scholarship in the discipline and I’ve done some searching of 
journals, there is a few nods in the early antipode, but very, very little, of the 
early antipode did have a bunch of anti-racism but that was actually, I would 
say quashed, it lasted for about a couple of years, but by the early 70s it was 
gone, because it wasn’t race that was important. It was the structural aspects 
of class and of course we spent a long time, about a decade going on 
separate tracks, on race and class and gender, which is a little difficult to 
understand nowadays, but looking back I think one of the things I’ve tried to 
do in my own scholarship is to understand how these strands came together 
and in 1989, Suzanne and I seeing these issues, actually co-edited a book 
called Remaking Human Geography, in which we tried to get the tracks 
running together and at the time I think most of what we had to say or the 
authors that that text had to say, was really not being heard by the discipline.  
 
And then of course there was Linda, and by the early 90s, Linda was in 
Canada and there was a whole group of us in Canada who were strong 
feminists and we started to do a similar kind of thing and wrote the piece on 
intersectionality that was, I don’t think it was anything really astounding, but it 
was the first piece to say it and that in itself is astounding.  So feminist and 
anti-racist paid a very heavy toll, emotionally, intellectually, our work was not 
necessarily respected for a long time, within the discipline, we really had to 
struggle to make our voices heard and I think that part of the reason its took 
so long to get the tracks of race, class and gender and by the 1990s they 
were teaching courses that were called race, class and gender, but until that 
time one of the reasons it was so difficult to get those tracks moving together 
was the fact that it took so long for the work to even gain any recognition, so I 
think that’s my time.  
 
Okay. 
 
 
Thank you. Did you want to speak, yes?   
 
So hello everyone, it’s an absolute pleasure and delight to be here today. I’m 
going to talk about the development of Feminist Geography back in England 
in the 1970s and 80s. I started my under graduate degree in 1975 and I 
finished my PhD in 1983, so I was around in University at the time of 
Greenham Common, around the cruise missiles, the women’s peace camp, it 
was a period of consciousness raising, it was a period of the radical and the 
very formidable Kings Cross Women’s Group, led by Selma James, now of 
course the Global Women’s Strike and I wasn’t a feminist but I was very much 
active in left wing politics and I was active in the labour party as it was back 
then, long before it became New Labour I would add and I was secretary of 
my local ward, which covered the University. All of my friends at University 
were either in the Labour Party, the SWP, the IMG or they were standing as 
independents in local parties. About half of the postgraduates in the 
Geography department at Reading University were in the Labour Party. I use 
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the department banda machine to do the local ward materials, everyone was 
happy to join in. It really was a different era in that sense, because being 
engaged in Left Wing Politics was just the norm.  And it was also very 
different, the faculty and the students, the graduate students at Reading used 
to meet twice a day, for coffee in the morning and tea in the afternoon, it, I 
know 
 
(don’t forget the biscuits) 
 
But in the discipline of geography at that time the feminist outside world was 
only just beginning to reach us, I was still trying to get my head around multi-
variate statistical techniques because I’d come up through the tail end of the 
quantitative revolution and the only methods that were taught back in the day, 
were quantitative, and it was all virtually self-taught, my PhD training 
consisted of a two week course at Bristol University on more quantitative 
methods.  Households and individuals at that time were genderless unless of 
course they were men.  Courses entitled men’s role in changing the face of 
the earth were extremely common, but Marxism was also on the agenda, it 
was a very curious mix and I took a look back and just randomly, I looked at 
1978, the journal area, it was the year I started my PhD and I looked at some 
of the titles of the articles in it, 10 years of urban modelling in Britain by Mike 
Batty.  Also my department.  Haggett’s Shape Index by Michael Haggett.  
Man’s Impact on River Systems a world-wide view.  One of my favourites 
Political Geography Dead Duck or Phoenix. And Radical Geography or a New 
Orthodoxy.  So again there was an article in 1978 already challenging the 
Marxism had become the new orthodoxy, but there it was alongside Haggett’s 
Shape Index and at Reading University, I was in a Department with Sophie 
Ballby, with John Silk, with Andrew Kirby with John Short, they were all open 
to the new feminist ideas that were coming in and I remember John Short 
reading The Urban Question in French, it hadn’t yet been published in English 
and I think it was in 1979 or 1980, Sophie took me to a meeting of other 
feminists in geography in London and that is where I met Suzanne McKenzie 
who as Audrey said was doing her PhD in Sussex with Andrew Sayer.  
Somehow before that meeting I got hold of a chapter of Suzanne’s thesis and 
it was a very powerful critique of Polansis the structural Marxist, and an author 
who was de rigeur to be reading Polansis at that time and I was really 
struggling just to understand him, never mind critique him, so I was in quite a 
lot of trepidation about going to this meeting where Suzanne McKenzie was 
going to be because my interaction with people who had fine minds was not 
necessarily a positive one, but when I arrived at that council flat in the rain in 
London, all of my doubts went away because the door opened and there was 
Suzanne with her incredible Raphaelite hair, and she didn’t know who I was 
but she took me in her arms and she gave me a huge hug. And that hug was 
a gift, and it stayed with me to this day, because I felt that I was in an 
intellectual space and which my entry into that space was not being judged by 
how intelligent I was, or who I was but simply on the fact that I was being.   
 
And our aim at that meeting was of course to discuss how to breach the walls 
of the citadel, and bring feminism into geography and it was a discussion that 
was absolutely to affect my whole academic direction.  As I said it’s not that 
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my educational life up to that point had been missing politics because I had 
Polensis, I had the Labour Party, but those academic and political dimensions 
of my life seemed to be very strangely disassociated from each other. They 
were like two solitudes, they were aware of each other, but they didn’t see the 
need for a conversation. But I think feminism provided me with those insights 
into the permeability of these seemingly separate spheres and I’ve not let go 
of it since and there was also the confirmation at that meeting that there were 
like minded women academics who were very keen to challenge the 
androcentric and the very judgemental spaces of the academy. It wasn’t just 
on your side of the Atlantic Cindy that we had those judgemental Marxists 
looking down on any work that was to do with social reproduction. I can’t 
recollect with certainty who else was at that meeting but I think it was Linda 
McDowell, I think Eleanor Kauffman was there, Jackie Tivers, Jo Ford, Jane 
Lewis, also at that time Liz Bondi was around, Sarah Whatmore, Jo Little, a 
little bit later came Gillian Rose, Sarah Radcliffe, Nina Laurie, Tracey Skelton, 
so there was starting to build up a feminist community.   
 
I would say that the first paper that was published by a British feminister 
scholar in a geographical journal was by Irenie Brigalls, and she’s not 
considered a geographer, she’s a socialist, economist, a feminist and it was 
the 1973 article in Antipode, that she published called Cities, Women and 
Social Class, that was a response to an article by Pat Burnett, but the first 
paper that came from a feminist perspective at a British Geography 
Conference was in 1978 by Jackie Tivers, talking about constraints on spatial 
activity patterns, with, amongst women with young children in the city of 
London. It was also at that meeting that the British section of the Union of 
Socialist Geographers started up, it actually started up in Jackie Tivers’ 
bedroom at that conference, so there was a strong connection there between 
feminist scholars and socialist scholars, but I have to say I have no 
recollection beyond that of a USG in Britain, and there is no written history of 
the USG, that is very clear. So it started in 1974, but by 1978 there was a 
British Chapter, there was an Irish Chapter, various other chapters, the very 
first session on feminist geography took place the next year in 1979. Then a 
few articles started to appear in area by Linda McDowell, by Suzanne 
McKenzie, and in 1980 the Women and Geography study group, sorry the 
Women and Geography Working Party, was established and two years later 
that became the Women and Geography Study Group.  And one of the first 
actions of that group was to start publishing because there was nothing at all, 
we had to go to Sociology and read Annie Oakley and the other sociologists, 
feminist sociologists at that time. So the first text book to come out of course 
was Geography and Gender: An Introduction to Feminist Geography, that 
history has been documented to a certain degree now. In the one minute I’ve 
got left I just want to say, if you were in Britain in the 70s and early 80s, you 
had no option but to be a socialist feminist, there was no analytical space to 
be any other kind of feminist in academia, issues of sexuality were talked 
about privately, they were seen as political, they were private conversations 
though, they weren’t taken into the analytic frame of feminist geography, and 
race was absolutely none existent, it simply wasn’t there. I think it was after 
the miner’s strike in 1984/85 that things started to change and the strangle 
hold that socialist feminism had at that time started to dissipated and I call it a 
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strange hold because it was absolutely necessary at first, it produced 
theoretical work that we are still using today, but when it’s the only approach, 
it can start to choke you and I think the first sign that there was something 
else on the agenda was what’s been referred to as the patriarchy debate, 
which was also in Antipode in, was it 1986, 1986 an article by Jo Ford and 
Nicky Gregson and a series of responses to say that you know socialism 
wasn’t the only way we had to understand the interactions of patriarchy and 
capitalism, but the 1980s were an intense period of production, by feminist 
geographers and I would argue that by the end of the 1980s, there was quite 
an array of approached. Gillian Rose came along, very definitely and sort of 
challenged this first generation, there was a little bit of upset amongst some 
people I seem to remember and because people weren’t used to being 
challenged, they were used to being the first, you know the leaders of the 
pack so to speak, and as Audrey said I came to Canada in 1989 and became 
involved in a very different kind of feminist politics, became much more 
involved in trans-national feminist praxis and those days of national party 
politics had gone for me. But anyway that is going into the 80s and I said I 
would just talk about the 70s and 80s, so I’m going to leave it at that.  
 
Thank you. 
 
 
Hi, my name’s Pamela Marsden. I was invited to be on the panel, but I 
couldn’t come and so then all of a sudden I could come here, and so then 
thanks to Caitlyn and Lisa, they included me, so I appreciate being included in 
the whole process, so thank you. 
 
I wanted to position myself a little bit differently I think than some of the rest of 
the panellists because I actually wasn’t at the USG and I was not part of the 
sort of socialist sort of thing and in fact I wasn’t during my comprehensive 
exams reading Cindy’s work and Audrey’s and Linda’s and Sue’s and 
Valerie’s. So I was, as Linda pointed out you know by the end of the 1980s, 
there was actually a corpus of feminist geography works that you could draw 
on and like both I think Linda and Audrey talked about, Suzanne McKenzie 
was one of the biggest influences. I was able to take a course with her and 
she was on my supervisor committee and one of the things I remember is she 
used to tell me about the USG and she would tell me about the men would be 
sitting around pontificating and the women would be saying but, but, but right.  
This sounds just like Suzanne and the other thing the Suzanne would also talk 
about and you could do this in those days, I mean you’ve already pointed out 
by naming names right, in those days you could actually name all the 
feminists in the discipline. You could probably name most of the socialists too 
right, but you can’t do that today and so I think that, I don’t know, a tipping 
point maybe was in the last 1980s.   
 
So yes I think a tipping point may have been in the late 1980s, and yes so I 
just, so some of my comments are in that kind of vain, when I was doing my 
under graduate I did it in political science and politics and so my major 
supervisory professor at that time was a Marxist, and so we read capital as an 
under graduate and we read yes, we read them all Polensis I remember too, 
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and I but then I went into Geography and where I went to do my masters there 
wasn’t any feminists there and there weren’t really, there were kind of some 
not necessarily mainstream people but there weren’t Marxists right, so 
anyway I ended up doing aerial photography, but that is like way another 
story, and so my politics like Linda’s too were outside academia because 
there was no analytical space to do what I wanted to do, or that’s not true, 
stop that, there was no analytical space to think the way that I thought, right 
that is kind of more specific and I could do the kind of thinking and the kind of 
reading and the kind of acting and the kind of political work that I wanted to do 
outside the academy and outside the department. Outside my degree and at 
that time I was way interested in Francis More Le Pay and I don’t know if you 
remember her but I had come across her in High School and I was just like 
great, her and Karl Marx were the ones that I read in High School and then I 
did a lot of develop – international development work and development work 
within Canada through Oxfam at the time and that is where my political outlet 
was and it was really only in graduate school I started graduate school, sorry 
PhD work in ‘88, and as Suzanne would like to say I was one of the first 
feminist geographers that actually got to be trained in feminist geography but I 
didn’t have to do all the other stuff, I didn’t have to know, I wasn’t disciplined 
into the discipline in the way that all my colleagues here probably were, so 
that, so I think that that was different and I think that that had an impact on the 
way in which sort of the 90s played out for the my contemporaries I think.   
 
So in that sense I think I was on that brink of transition, that is what I would 
call it, kind of a brink of transition, and I wanted yes, when I wrote my exams, 
my exams were like the subjugated ones right, like I did women’s labour from 
a feminist and a Marxist, let’s not forget the Marxists had to do that as well 
and so, and that was about how social production was brought into the 
production realms, so that was kind of like what that dissertation was about.  
But then also in that, those early 90s there was something else going on and I 
think Cindy kind of mentioned this a little but, it was like how do you be 
professional in a profession when there is certain kinds of practices that 
feminists may not necessarily want to engage in right and I think that, one of 
the tensions throughout kind of that transition period, not just that feminists 
were being challenged by different kinds of views, but I think feminists were 
also being challenged in how to insinuation themselves within a discipline as 
well as ensure that other feminists were also becoming part of the discipline 
right, so they were wanting to be part of the sort of I’m going to call it a game, 
but I don’t really mean a game, but that is just going to be my place holder for 
now, yes, this game of professionalism, right, but also wanting to be political 
right and so I think during this time, feminists actually came into the academy 
because it was a political project, like it wasn’t necessarily, wasn’t a job, or 
career, I think it was a political project. And I think that is one of the reasons I 
entered the academy, I think, I’ll have to reflect on that. But as an early 
academic I failed miserably - I mean I didn’t change any of the curriculum in 
my department, there was we didn’t have a gender class in race anything in 
our department and its only been 6 years hence that there is actually now a 
group in that department that actually can bring together something, but there 
is still nothing on gender, race and class right. So those kinds of struggles are 
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uneven because I think that they are at a very micro level right, so I wanted to 
point that out as well. 
 
The other thing I think too was another way that this kind of tension played 
out, that the feminist scholars who were active at the time, ended up with all 
the tenure cases of people like me, right so that gets on their desk, so they 
were writing, so their reward, and then at the same time in order for them to 
ensure that they were being heard, they had to write these tremendously 
analytics letters to demonstrate that this particular person could get tenure, 
right and so you had these letters which were great, kind of also most 
research projects because it was kind of like data right, you get this data, you 
analyse it, you have these criteria, you assess it, you make the case right, but 
I think what ended up happening was that tension to be part of the profession 
as well as to facilitate other feminists you ended up with a great letter but it 
was kind of lukewarm right, and so that effusiveness was denied, that, those 
kinds of emotions were denied because of the professionalization process.  
So that was something else I wanted to talk about because I think that that 
has repercussions for today, today’s seminars. 
 
And the other point that I wanted to make, or bring up, I mean I don’t want to 
make these points, really I want to bring them up as discussion points and 
one is that there is this, that during the 80s I think and during the 90s there 
was that notion that it was now or never, like you had to do it, like we’ve got to 
get it done now and if it’s not done now it’s never going to be done. There was 
no understanding of sort of the incrementalism because like oh my god that is 
too far away, like we have to change these things now, and I think that 
resulted partly in, or as a response to, there is this huge backlash and by the 
end of the 1990s there was this chilly climate, and the Canadian Tundra, or 
the University is known as the Canadian Tundra, it just does not very still not 
very supportive of feminists, and women and any other sort of expressions of 
gender now even. So anyway, I hate to be the downer, but I am going to have 
to say that. 
 
And the last point I wanted to make is that and this kind of flows from some of 
the discussions of the feminist geography conference that was in Omaha was 
that it’s interesting that here we are what 30, 40 years down the road or down 
these tracks and a lot of the junior feminists aren’t really calling themselves 
feminists, and I kind of wonder about that, and why that is, so that is kind of a 
discussion point.  So really my comments are sort of transitional between this 
discussion and hopefully the discussion next, so anyway, so thank you. 
 
 
Okay, now I’m not the oldest person on this panel, I know that for a fact.  
However, I have been a full time academic longer than anybody else on this 
panel. I was 15 when I went to University, so I came back from University with 
an entirely different experience than most people on this panel, I had no 
politics. I was 15!  However, I went to McGill at a time when American 
Academics particularly in sociology were fleeing the United States, so I had 
the most extraordinary introduction to sociology and to urban sociology 
particularly. Nobody in Canadian Geography was talking about race at McGill 
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– no, but all the sociologists were and then every other night, outside the 
gates of McGill there was a demonstration, so that was my introduction to 
politics. It was politics in sociology, mostly related to the anti-Vietnam, anti-
war movement and the civil rights movement in the United States and 
demonstrations and after I finished my undergraduate degree that person who 
had taught me the most came to me in the middle of that year as I was 
finishing and he said you will apply to graduate school. I was 19, alright why 
not, and he said you will apply to these schools, and when I got acceptances 
he said you will go this one and I said okay and I went to McMaster, I did 
delay – thank god – but at the time I arrived at McMaster I was one of 3 
women accepted that year. Into the MAM PhD programme, I could not legally 
have a drink, I went to conferences, when I did my PhD I was the only woman 
and I used to go to conferences with 13 men, which greatly entertained the 
border guards in Detroit and in Buffalo; they were always well what are you 
doing in here and then they would go through all of my toiletries right. So my 
experience is of tremendous isolation, I was trained as a quantitative spatial 
analyst, just like Linda learned Multi-variant analysis, but what I read I read 
everything I could get my hands on from historical and cultural geography that 
had anything to do with race or women. I happened to spend 8 months in 
Australia so Cathy Gibson and I read Marxists in hardback and that was my 
introduction to socialist geography and Ron was a wonderful introduction and 
he did for me what Bernard Marchant did at UFT with Eric Shepard and Colm 
Marchant and Suzanne which was introduce them to socialist geography.  
They all joined the Union of Socialist Geography, I did not because I was 
done. But I went to every session at AG and the other thing no one has 
mentioned and despite all our annoyance, we religiously attended every 
annual general meeting of the AG because every year David Harvey and then 
later Neil would have some motion to try and reform – and Jim Blout, to try 
and reform the organisation and we would all show up, we lost almost every 
vote, but we did it anyway.  
 
What really was important to me, because the USG was as masculine as has 
been described, so the ideas were tremendously important to me. I didn’t 
know what to do with them, I had to get tenure first, but what was really 
important to me was discovering GPAW, which no one has mentioned, 
because GPAW had a wide tent, all women were invited and you would meet 
people who were socialist feminist, you would people who were anti-feminist, 
but everybody was welcome and the reason that GPAW was so important 
was that women had opportunities to meet at the time I started teaching, 
departments hired one women, then they wiped their hands and said right 
we’ve done that, finished with affirmative action, we are done, and so we 
would all meet at GPAW and then we would found out how everybody was 
doing or not doing, etcetera, but the other thing that happened was that they 
had a feminist analysis of the academy, so that the issues that all of us were 
facing suddenly became not individual issues and individual failings, they 
were issues there were inherent in the institutions, and in the discipline and 
that didn’t come from the USG very much, it came from people like you guys, 
but it didn’t come from the USG.  And finally in 1988 I went home literally and 
figuratively, and when I went home I went home to the Canadian Women in 
Geography Study Group and Suzanne, no one has mentioned this, but 
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Suzanne’s dad was a union organiser, her mum was probably the most busy 
community activist in the Western part of the Rockies in VC, Audrey worked 
tirelessly on Japanese Redress, and Damerous was instrumental in starting 
this CWAG and Fran Fradelski neither Damerous or Fran is here, had served 
as advisor to the President of Carlton University on the status of women, so 
they knew how to organise. And they taught me, and the outcome of that was 
also that I had tenure, I came back to Canada with tenure and that gave me 
the freedom to do things and say things, so for example when Suzanne wrote 
a letter of reference for a graduate student who had applied to our programme 
and one of my colleagues said that is feminist bang, bang, you can just 
imagine the flow of words that came afterwards, I could say to him that is 
inappropriate you can’t say that.  And in fact I could go to the Dean of 
Graduate Studies and say look at this, you have to have this file re-evaluated 
and here is how you are going to do it.  I couldn’t have done that without 
tenure.   
 
Now why did CWAG matter? Well by the late 80s was the most active study 
group in the Canadian Association of Geographers, just like the January 
Geography commission is in the IDU and in many ways GPAW has been at 
times in the AG. And CWAG the name is Canadian Woman and Geography, 
just like GPAW is Geographic Perspectives on Woman. The decision to 
choose women was very purposeful and we have huge arguments about it to 
this day, okay?  Because the decision was made that women were a small 
enough group within a small organisation that we had to include all of them, 
even the ones who were anti-feminist. And then they benefit from all the work 
that the rest of us do and really do we want this? And we made, a decision 
was made and has been remade and remade that we would stay the 
Canadian Woman and Geography, just like GPAW stays Geography 
Perspectives on Women, because we have a broad tent and then we argue 
those of us who call ourselves feminists about whether that’s a good thing or 
not.   
 
The other thing that CWAG did was CWAG worked really hard to change the 
Canadian Association of Geographers, we knew more of the rules, we wrote 
more of the rules, we got more of the rules passed and we noticed when they 
weren’t followed. This is important. However, all of that being said, I am 
actually in despair, in the last 2 years things have happened in my department 
that I never thought I would see again. 40 per cent of the people in my 
department are women, but the women in my department are highly 
vulnerable, because they are more likely to be contractually limited 
appointments, and at the current time Canadian Universities aren’t 
contracting. There is overt sexism, even around me, and it takes guts to be 
overtly sexist around me because I will jump on you rapidly, hard I haven’t 
found any other way to stop it.  We have not addressed inequities related to 
race, or sexuality very successfully at all, Linda and I work at what is 
considered to be one of Canada’s most progressive Universities and I think 
that is a fair comment.   
 
(It is) 
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We have the most stringent hiring processes.   
 
(strike prone) 
 
Well yes, we have a small problem with strikes, we have the most stringent 
hiring processes, and it’s much better then when I was a graduate student, we 
had one, I had a colleague when I was a graduate student who was gay and 
he carefully hid it away from almost everybody. But, it would still be very, we 
don’t have any faculty members who are overtly non-heteronormative, we 
have very few people who identify as racialized minorities, and yet I am at a 
University where what do you think Linda 70 per cent of the students are 
racialized minorities? 
 
(its higher) 
 
The other thing is we are being ghettoised, it is wonderful to see all of you 
here, but Pam is quite right, every year I talk to all of the incoming class about 
feminist geography and its history, mention all these people, but they don’t 
want to be feminists, oh I couldn’t be a feminist. Now that is getting a little bit 
better, but the politics of how you ensure equity, in an era of real austerity are 
very complicated, both for students and faculty and particularly for recent 
graduates. And I am very concerned about how we move forward, I think we 
have made tremendous progress, there is a corpus of work that people like 
Pam can study, that didn’t exist, but how we move the political project forward 
is I think one we really need to spend some time seriously thinking about.  
Thank you.  
 
 
I don’t have that many comments, I was, I have been on another panel and 
since the AAG limits what you can say where apparently, I am sort of 
nominally the Chair here. I guess what I wanted to do, just in listening to the 
sort of wonderful recounting of the history of feminist geography is just to 
extract a few principals and some of the actually build on what you were 
saying Valerie. A couple of things I think really draw me into feminism in the 
80s, I came from architecture, I was an architecture student, was one of three 
women in a class of 60 and my name was Princess - apparently. So when I 
came to geography it actually felt that a breath, it was like wow you know, 
there is like more than 2 other women here and people actually speak to me.  
But I think it was really and this goes back to Suzanne and Suzanne’s 
particular kind of demonstrative politics.  I think the politics of friendship and I 
think you’ve written something about that, is absolutely critical to sustaining 
critical thinking, open discussion, collaboration, debate, you know sympathetic 
questioning, and that’s something that we need to keep promoting both in the 
formal and informal spaces of the institution. But I also think and this just 
builds on what you were saying Valerie that I am also really concerned, 
because I was thinking back to the early days of Antipode, there was this 
proliferation if you look at the journal of articles on gender, on sexuality on 
indigeneity and do you know it was like just the space completely opened up, 
and then suddenly it shut down and I think it was partly, a couple of things 
contributed to that, one that we’ve talked about is the kind of inequity of who 
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was in a position of power, or in kind of institutional, had institutional security 
in order to support their views. So you know the fact that there were more 
students who were women, rather than professors, I think helped to close 
down that space because it was very difficult to promote an alternative way of 
thinking beyond or even in sympathetic relationship to Marxism.   
 
The only thing I see kind of as a positive and its really something I’ve been 
puzzling with for a long time which is feminists are like brilliantly critical but 
they are not interested in lineage, we don’t have a peakian tendency or a 
catsian tendency or a kabashian or a prestonian, or you know the way one 
might refer to oneself as oh I’m a Harveyite, you know or I’m a Diridian, you 
know, we don’t even have a Crystavian tendency, right we don’t think that way 
because we are thinking about the sort of plane of critical thinking and 
engagement as a horizontal plane, not something that’s handed down and 
enforced and that has a brilliant upside for critical thinking and the proliferation 
of ways of thinking differently. It has a downside in this era and I’m not 
suggesting that we follow that Harveyite model, please don’t take that, that is 
not what I mean, but it has a downside in this sort of era of retrenchment of 
the rise of adjunct professors, of you know that, I wonder if the space of sort 
of protected employment will become increasingly masculinised for those, 
masculinised is that a term, for those reasons. 
 
(inaudible 1:07:02) 
 
Yes the marketing and the way, and also with the resurgence although I am 
very sympathetic to some of the methodologies for big data, you know there 
are things that are lurking that I think we have to pay particular attention to.  
Yes I think that is really all I have to say which is just really in spite of the kind 
of, the blossoming of feminism and you know this is an extraordinary room if 
you were to think back 20 years ago, there is stuff on the horizon that we 
need to pay attention to. Yes and certainly the issue of under representation 
of women of colour, and you know other just really I think that is really 
significant. There was a study done, about 10 years ago that suggested that 
once you had a critical mass of about 11 per cent of women in a department 
that the culture would start to change and I’ve seen that, I mean I’ve lived the 
history of that in my own department, but I think we have to push further and I 
think the labour issue is also our issue for those reasons and that’s all I have 
to say.  
 
 
So we have about 10 minutes and I’m happy to take questions that people 
have any questions for this fantastic panel that they’d like to take them now.  
 
Q. I was wondering so you talked so much, thank you very much that was 
really amazing, you know and thank you for (inaudible 1:08:51) I was 
wondering what you see now that, Sue touched on big data all these changes 
that we need to be a part of and I agree and also what do you see now that 
inspires you?   
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A. You guys – all the people without grey hair.  No, no seriously.  I think 
that is a fair comment.  Cindy began that way.  No, no but that Cindy got it 
right, right at the beginning.  We won’t ask how you got no grey hair.   
 
Q. Well do you see a lineage of your work, do you read things today and 
you see like, do you see what you’ve done, I mean besides that body inviting 
us, do you see it in the work, do you see like, how that affects you and affects 
your work. 
 
A. One of the things that I think was important in a particular moment, was 
when I exited sort of geography as a discipline, and went more inter-
disciplinary. Laurence Burgen and I got together and started ACME right and 
that was kind of a response to sort of the neo-orthodoxy that was going on 
within the socialist, but it was like 10 years later, I mean there is Gender, 
Place and Culture and Antipode and stuff, but ACME was specifically for 
those wider types of analysis right and so that was, so I think that that is kind 
of one way to enact those kinds of inspirations about sort of bringing the 
margins back in the centre. So that is an example. 
 
A. Yes I just wanted to, when I say I don’t think that we have a lineage in 
the way that the boys do, I didn’t, what I didn’t mean was that our work has 
had no influence I think that there is the work of this panel has profoundly 
influenced people’s thinking but in a way that opens thought, not in a way that 
says follow this machine and you know, its, so yes I think the work is hugely 
generative, it just takes a different form, so I just wanted to make sure 
everyone understood that. 
 
A. Yes I just wanted to add one thing, I think that I share Valerie’s 
concerns that we still have lots of problems, but things happened in the 
academy in the 1970s and 80s that would be shocking to people today.  
Women were treated terribly by their Universities, there was a woman just 
before me in the department at McGill and she, we were not allowed to set 
foot in the faculty club, that was the wording actually, except in this one room 
at the back they had sort of flowers and things, and her male colleagues 
picked her up and carried her across the faculty club to the one room where 
she could go, so that she wouldn’t set foot. I got called an honorary gentleman 
by the head of the department, things like that wouldn’t happen, but the one 
that had always stayed with me is in 1989. I came up for tenure and McGill 
informed me that they were probably not going to give it to me because I was 
more of an activist than an academic and I had to actually grieve to go to this 
big hearing to get tenure and have my work recognised at all, whereas today, 
participatory action research is really trendy and you can get money to do it. 
So yes things have changed.  
 
A. If I can just add to that point when I came up for tenure instead of 
getting excellence, I got the promise of excellence because 50 per cent of my 
articles had been written with other people.   
 
(oh yes I remember that)   
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And for that the penalisation was a promise of excellence. But can I just say, I 
mean one of the questions that I’d like to ask of feminism and feminism in 
Geography is why, why is it that we can take, we can step on some 
trajectories absolutely fantastically and we can really make a difference and 
we’ve done that in relation to bringing gender onto the platform, right?  We’ve 
done that in terms of increasing the number of women in the discipline, but 
when it comes to race it’s like we have hardly done anything. Why aren’t we 
as feminists organising around affirmative action? Because there are things 
that we can do, there are policy things that we can do that can make a 
difference, that we can address in our professional associations as well. So I 
feel in some ways very optimistic about what’s happening and the fact that 
there are so many feminists we’ve just 140 feminist geographers in Milwaukee 
at the Rights to the City conference. It was absolutely fantastic, to see that so 
many women wanted to talk about urban issues in the city, but there are other 
issues that it seems there is such a broad church of feminists now that its 
difficult I think to get political action around the issues that we consider what is 
it that we want to organise around, let’s do it.  Okay, so that is probably a call 
to everyone who thinks that there is some political issue, let’s do it.  One thing 
that’s happening at this AAG on Thursday is we are going to have the first 
task force on mental health in the AAG and this started from a couple of years 
ago myself and Beverley Mullings sitting in Bev’s kitchen for the last few 
years, saying you know there’s a crisis of mental health in the academy, its 
hiding in plain sight, it’s an epidemic, we need to do something to go out of 
our kitchen and bring it to our professional association, because they have a 
duty of care, they have an ethic of care towards us as members, to 
understand issues around mental health and what that’s doing through the 
neo-liberalisation of the University to graduate students precocity, etcetera, 
etcetera. There was no opposition whatsoever, it was absolutely incredible the 
CAG, the IBG in England, the AAG they’re all on board. There is room for 
maneuverer, there is room for political action, but we have to get up and do it, 
and believe you me three years ago I did not think that I was the one who 
would be sitting and talking about mental health, I couldn’t do it, it was too 
personal, but it’s absolutely something we’ve got to keep on doing, and so I 
think that what’s important, one message that I’m hearing here, is that so 
many of us started out by being politically engaged, and there is a debate I 
think as to whether you know feminist geography has become so mainstream 
that it’s become deeply politicised I would hate to think that that’s the case, I 
can’t believe it when I meet people you know like Jack and others who I didn’t 
know existed a few years ago and then wow, well you meet Jack and you go 
wow, but anyway that is another point I wanted to make. I think we all have to 
get up and start organising around the issues that we want to see changed. 
 
 
So I was wrong, we actually have 21 minutes of questions, I was on my class 
schedule, not the AAG schedule. 
 
 
Q. I am glad to hear that there is concern about the presence of women of 
colour in the discipline and I was wondering if you know when I start thinking 
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about possibilities of how to appreciate the work that we do, you know and 
also contribute to make it better, I think that maybe I will have to ask you guys 
what are the possibilities that working more inter-disciplinary, in inter-
disciplinary ways help us to bring the possession of knowledge that is 
feminism but is not necessary geography, because I believe that from what I 
really want to see a lot of people come to geography by coincidence or 
because somebody told them, and so I wonder what are the things that we 
can do to incorporate that mission to bring more inter-disciplinary knowledge 
that also breaks the boundaries of the discipline and brings more 
opportunities to have collaboration with more women of colour that are going 
other disciplines. Because in itself geography has always been really, really 
white, so it’s kind of hard to bridge that gap.  
 
A. Well geography is an inter-discipline in the first place, so I think we’ve 
all grown up to a kind of inter-disciplinary, and I think that very, very large 
proportion of people in the discipline have strong connections with people who 
are formerly, formally excuse me in other disciplines, and I think if you were to 
look at our journals the majority of people who publish, especially in the flag 
ship journals are geographers, but a lot of our more sort of specialised 
journals Gender, Place and Culture for example, which is specialised in a 
certain way, has a lot of non-geographers publishing in it, so I think there’s 
lots more we could do, and I think a lot actually gets done here, you know we 
have, we actually reach out to other disciplines here at the meetings in order 
to try and encourage that inter-disciplinarity, so that’s not to say we are doing 
enough, but we are doing a lot.  I just came from a sociology meeting in 
Britain a couple of days ago and they’re not doing much at all.    
 
A. One of the points that I actually had written but didn’t get to was the 
whole idea about inter-disciplinary I mean I spent and I’m still spending lots of 
years in inter-disciplinary work with both academic work, but also on campus 
activism, and teaching and so on, and one of the things that I’ve noticed and 
this is probably something from feminist, like feminist geography is a sub-
discipline or whatever you want to call it is that feminist geography is actually 
gaining a lot of respect and footing in outside geography and that actually is 
kind of a different sort of way because I think that we’ve also historically 
oriented ourselves to building internally the discipline right, drawing on inter-
disciplinary work, but now feminist geography is actually one of the works that 
inter-disciplinary settings draw on.  So I think that that’s I think it kind of goes 
a little bit both ways, at least analytically that’s happening and inter-
personally. So that was what I had to say. 
 
A. Let me contradict myself - that is the best way to go. Feminist 
geography buttressed by socialist geography initially has been tremendously 
influential. How many books have you read in the preface say oh and I will not 
deal with feminist issues because others are better situated to do it? Now 
when people have to apologise for not thinking about your issues you’ve 
made difference, this is my interpretation. I have several other things related 
to those kinds of comments. 
 
A. The other one is as the feminists say. 
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A. Yes as the feminists say, so I think, I think we have changed the 
discipline.  And you can see that in how people do their work and the 
questions that they ask. What I’m concerned about is the future. I do not want 
to be the end of the line. I didn’t work this hard to be the end of the line, and I 
don’t think that Audrey or Cindy or Linda or Sue or even Pam wants to be the 
end of the line and so the project is as Linda says how do we take on the 
project of ensuring that we keep pushing against the inequities both in our 
discipline and in the place where our discipline is situated, which are, is 
academia. And the current context is a really difficult one, it, the challenges 
are very different form the ones that I face, certainly and Cindy and Audrey 
and Linda face. But they look to me even harder, because I sit here as the 
result of publically funded education, all the way through, when I left graduate 
school I had savings, not very much but I had some. I had a tenure stream 
position, those are not the circumstance that my graduate students enjoy and 
they’re smarter than I ever was, they’re better trained, they have more 
interesting ideas, they ask better questions, they are really, really much more 
interesting and they have much more to say and I want them to have the 
same opportunities that I had and that’s what concerns me. How do we take 
on to the extent that we can that struggle to try and ensure for the future some 
of the opportunities that I certainly was the beneficiary of, I think Audrey went 
to publically funded as well, yes publically funded universities. So that is my 
concern, you know I want to see this room 3 times bigger in 10 years, and 
with people who are not teaching 6 courses a semester. Come on Cindy 
 
A. Well just when you said about, like the feminists say, or I can’t deal 
with feminism here, it reminds me of teaching, we have been speaking about 
ourselves in the field and graduate education, but most of us teach 
undergraduates as well and the whole idea of how syllabi and courses are 
constructed that is should be unacceptable to have a syllabus about anything 
in human geography perhaps, physics can take  a different direction, where 
we have the week of feminism and the week of race, you know, every week 
these questions of under representation, of different ways of being in the 
world of racialisation, sexuality, of gender should be woven in to any course, 
not and I don’t think this is yet the case, so that when we think of the next 
generation, and our own role in educating, our own roles in educating them 
whether teaching 6 courses a semester or 2, it’s really important to now allow 
the ghettoization of questions of race, gender, sexuality or class, so that you 
think you are off the hook when you’ve had the week, the week on race, and 
then you can have regular geography, all the other weeks. So you shouldn’t 
be allowed to have that as a feminists say, at least they know the feminists 
say something.   
 
Are there any other questions?   
 
Q. Can I– oh, go ahead. 
 
Q. I was just this discussion made me think of something that Gill Hardy 
told me years ago, was that she’s out, she’s got a hold to it, but she did say 
she wasn’t going to retire from Berkeley until they guaranteed her that the 
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feminists (inaudible 1:26:33) and she was going to hold strong.  I know it 
would be very tiring but it just made me think of that, she was like that this is 
an ongoing movement.  
 
And apropos of that I see Gem out there.   
 
Oh there she is 
 
To whom I feel I own a huge amount of- 
 
We all do. 
 
One of my other issues is and that is we talk about our research, we talk 
about our teaching, but pay no intention to the fact that the statistics are that 
at the under graduate level if you look at who is getting the BA’s and BA’s in 
geography, women are 30 something percent, a much higher percent of 
masters and PhDs so what is happening apart from having my, you know the 
feminist or the raising, why are we not attracting women, we are talking about 
other generations and most of us don’t even know that our national statistics 
are 30 something per cent of BAs and BSs in geography, at least in the 
United States. So I think that is, how many of you know that you know 
probably very few people. So I think we’ve got new issues still on the table to 
address and I know we are looking back here, but as part of the issue of 
looking forward that is one of them that I’d like us to think about. 
 
That is part of the issue of looking back, you have been instrumental in, I think 
probably all of our careers and in making a space for women in geography, 
and we are here because of a previous generation and I hate that I didn’t see 
the movie, but the pay it forward, we have changed what the field is and I 
think that, and I don’t mean we on this panel, though we’ve done a little bit we 
don’t have 3 mothers anymore, we have a lot of a stronger set of, if we are 
going to use this language, but matriarchs and a lot of sisters and a lot of 
under that idea of the caring work and social reproduction in the field is not 
just a theoretical question, it is a practical question and the way we mentor, 
the way we support one another, the way we write those tenure letters and I’m 
so glad there’s more people to write them, I think I speak for all of us on that 
and so we are ready for the next generation, but thank you Jen. You can 
name one on hand and Suzanne is obviously as you know, a beautiful 
influence on all of us.  
 
 
Any more questions from the floor? Well I have on last question and part of 
what, one thing that really stuck with me about this talk was when you were 
talking about the need to write feminist geography and that urge and that 
need to get it out into the field and to continue that and more as a political 
project rather than a professional project. I was wondering if you could speak 
to what you think could be that political project of feminist geography today, as 
opposed to before when there was no presence and now we do have a 
presence and thinking about what can, when we think about people who are 
coming into feminist geography and continuing in this field, what are some of 
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those political moments, or things that we will be working towards, as you 
see? 
 
A. You know I have to say this because my comments were about the 
struggle to recognise inter-sectionality, and it is far from recognised, and I get 
angry almost every day of my life, when gender is privileged over questions of 
colour, and of every other form of oppression, I still get angry at my own 
university, at this association, at every association, that I belong to because 
people think that it is more important to achieve gender equity than any other 
kind of equity and for me that is the political project going forward, where we, 
when I was  PhD student at UCLA at the beginning of the 80s there were 50 
people in the programme, more than half of them were women, only 3 of 
those women are academics today, actually we are all at the edge of 
retirement, but more than half were women and two of us were not white.  
And it has changed but it hasn’t changed that much. We have, we have made 
a lot of progress with gender I’m not saying we are even close to having 
achieved what we need to, but I get really angry at the fact that we still 
continue to privilege gender over the other forms of oppressed identities, that 
is my political statement.   
 
Does anyone else have any follow up questions for comments for the panel 
before we close? 
 
Well I think that’s a strong note to go from, thank you Audrey for that, thank 
you for everybody on the panel.   
 
And I hope you’ll all stick around for the next panel when we talk about and 
talk to the people who are pushing forward and what to do next.  So thank you 
all for being here.  
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